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Scholarships Awarded by the GHIL 

Each year the GHIL awards a number of research scholarships to
German postgraduate and postdoctoral researchers to enable them to
carry out research in Britain, and to British postgraduates for
research visits to Germany. The scholarships are generally awarded
for a period of up to six months, depending on the requirements of
the research project. British applicants will normally be expected to
have completed one year of postgraduate research and should be
studying German history and/or Anglo-German relations. Scholar -
ships are advertised on <www.hsozkult.de> and the GHIL’s website.
Applications should include a CV, educational background, list of
publications (where appropriate), and an outline of the project, along
with a supervisor’s reference confirming the relevance of the pro-
posed archival research. Please address applications to Dr Hannes
Ziegler, German Historical Institute London, 17 Bloomsbury Square,
London WC1A 2NJ, or send them by email to stipendium@ghil.ac.uk.
During their stay in Britain, German scholars present their projects
and the initial results of their research at the GHIL Colloquium. In
the second round of allocations for 2020 the following scholarships
were awarded for research on British history, German history, and
Anglo-German relations: 

Oscar Broughton (Berlin), Guilds at Home and Abroad: Guild Social -
ism Reconsidered from a Transimperial Knowledge Per spective
Matthias Büttner (Göttingen), Verrat im spätmittelalterlichen England
aus sozial- und kulturhistorischer Perspektive
Christian Feser (Essen), A Gentleman on an Elephant: Thomas Coryate
and the Uses of Eccentricity in Early Modern Travel Writing
Jenny Hestermann (Frankfurt), Europa als Krise und Chance: Zum
Span nungsverhältnis von nationalen Dekadenz-Diskursen und
Europa-Bildern im 20. Jahrhundert
Martin Jähnert (Berlin), Die Vermessung des Instabilen: Die ‘dry plate
revolution’ in London, Berlin und Wien um 1880
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Paul Labelle (Hamburg), Opportunity and Occasion: New Music for
the Aldeburgh Festival
Vicente Pons Marti (Frankfurt), Politische Parteien in Krisenzeiten:
Perspektiven aus dem 19. Jahrhundert
Rike Szill (Kiel), Konstantinopel 1453—Eroberung oder Fall? Ge -
schichts konstruktionen in den Hauptwerken der spätbyzantischen
Historiographie
Jan Tattenberg (Oxford), The Structural Transformation of the Military
Public Sphere: War, Knowledge, and Military Elites in West Ger -
many, 1940–1989

Summer Lecture Podcast Series: Feminist Histories

The Feminist Histories podcast series, produced by the German
Historical Institute London, invites listeners to reflect on the histori-
cally produced meanings of feminism and on practices of women’s
activism. Originally planned as a lecture series, lockdown measures
have brought the series to a wider audience. The three episodes fea-
ture scholars from the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland
and explore different facets of the history of feminism and feminist
histories. The following episodes are available for download on the
GHIL website:

Chiara Bonfiglioli (Cork), Internationalist Waves and Feminist Waves in
Italy, Yugoslavia, and Cuba from the 1950s to 1970s
Jane Whittle (Exeter) and Laura Schwartz (Warwick), Understanding
Women and Work from the Early Modern Era to the Present: A Roundtable
Maud Bracke (Glasgow), Inventing Reproductive Rights: Sex,
Population, and Feminism in Europe (1945–1980)



Forthcoming Workshops and Conferences
Please consult the website for updates on forthcoming conferences
and dates, as these may be subject to change owing to Covid-19-relat-
ed restrictions.

Archiving, Recording, and Representing Feminism: The Global History of
Women’s Emancipation in the Twentieth Century. Second Meeting of the
International Standing Working Group on Medialization and
Empowerment, to be held online, 10–12 Dec. 2020. Convenors:
Christina von Hodenberg and Jane Freeland (GHIL). Partners: Max
Weber Stiftung India Branch Office, GHI Washington, GHI Rome,
Orient Institute Beirut.

Since the 1960s, feminist historians have sought to rewrite women
into history, recovering their voices and restoring them within a dis-
cipline that continues to prioritize the actions of men. Yet the task of
recovering women’s voices and feminist activism is complicated by
normative forces that shape our access to women’s histories. Typical
sites of historical research—the mass media and the archive—are
built upon and reflect systems of imperial and patriarchal power. By
collecting, cataloguing, and structuring knowledge, both archives
and the media have pacified and obscured women’s political engage-
ment. At the same time, the emergence of grassroots feminist media
and archives may offer an opportunity to challenge this relationship.
‘Archiving, Recording, and Representing Feminism’ will explore the
extent to which feminist historians can question normative forces
when relying on archival and media sources. Do alternative archives
and media really allow historians access to different stories? Or do
these counterpublic spaces also conform to the conditions and norms
imposed by the mass media and the archive? And how have changes
in the media and archiving over time shaped historical work?

The Classics at the Pulpit: Ancient Literature and Preaching in the Middle
Ages. Conference to be held at the GHIL, 29–30 Jan. 2021. Convener:
Bernhard Hollick (GHIL).

When Thomas Bradwardine held his victory sermon after the battles
of Crécy and Neville’s Cross in 1346, he not only referred to the Bible
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and the church fathers as authorities for his theological ideas, but
also quoted Aristotle, Plato, and Ovid. Bradwardine’s preference for
classical allusions in preaching was by no means exceptional.
Medieval preachers regularly introduced their clerical and lay audi-
ences to the world of ancient literature, which provided them,
amongst other things, with mythological and historical examples,
philosophical arguments, and rhetorical models. Of course, such sty-
listic devices did not necessarily imply any direct acquaintance with
classical sources. Preachers could rely on a variety of manuals, col-
lections of exempla, and similar texts in which the respective materi-
al was already prepared for homiletic purposes (for example, by pro-
viding allegorical interpretations of poetic narratives). The combina-
tion of pagan and Christian elements in preaching is an interesting
phenomenon in itself; however, it also had an immense cultural
impact far beyond the narrower field of pastoral care. Reactions were
not always positive, ranging from mockery (Chaucer) to open hostil-
ity (Wycliffe). At the conference, international experts from different
disciplines will shed new light on this striking practice. They will
deal with topics such as the reasons and occasions for the use of the
classics in preaching, the hermeneutic and literary strategies used to
adapt pagan mythology to homiletic needs, the social and education-
al background of preachers and their audiences, the connections
between classicizing sermons and vernacular literature, and the dis-
course they provoked within the clerical milieu.

The Legacies of Feminism in Germany and India: A Roundtable Discussion.
Online event, 19 Mar. 2021, 1 p.m. GMT/2 p.m. CET/6:30 p.m. IST.
Organized by the Max Weber Stiftung India Branch Office and the
International Standing Working Group on Medialization and
Empowerment at the GHIL.

What does feminism mean in different political, social, and historical
contexts? How has women’s activism in the past shaped how we
think about feminism and women’s rights today? And what does this
mean for women’s rights in the current political climate, when right-
wing movements and authoritarian tendencies are on the rise? This
roundtable will bring together scholars from India, Germany, and the
UK to explore the legacies and meanings of feminism in the contem-
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porary world. In particular, the panel will examine how feminist ac -
tiv ism has intersected with other rights-based movements and issues,
including decolonization, race and ethnicity, labour, and LGBTQ.

Chronopolitics: Time of Politics, Politics of Time, Politicized Time.
Conference to be held at the GHIL, rescheduled for 20–22 May 2021.
Conveners: Tobias Becker (GHIL), Christina Brauner (University of
Tübingen), and Fernando Esposito (University of Constance); organ-
ized in co-operation with the Arbeitskreis Geschichte+Theorie.

Time is so deeply interwoven with all aspects of politics that its
importance is frequently overlooked. Politics takes place in time,
needs time, and brings forth time; time can be an instrument and also
an object of politics. Political actors use time as a resource both to
legitimize and delegitimize policies and politics—for instance, when
differentiating between conservatives and progressives, or when
constructing ‘primitives’ who exist outside of (modern) time as
objects of civilizing missions, development aid, and modernization
projects. More generally, politics aims to create futures in the pres-
ent—or to prevent them. The politics of time is strongly connected to
the question of how social change is understood and managed. The
international conference ‘Chronopolitics: Time of Politics, Politics of
Time, Politicized Time’ will engage with these issues and questions
in an interdisciplinary framework and attempt to produce an initial
systematization of debates on chronopolitics, temporality, and his-
toricity. The emphasis on chronopolitics will connect traditional
fields of historical inquiry—politics, society, the economy—with the
history of temporalities, thereby demonstrating the importance of
reflections on time and temporality for all historians and historio-
graphical practice. We also wish to further discussions on the chro-
nopolitics of historians and historiography—not least our own. How
do historians and other scholars create and contribute to what
Charles Maier has called ‘images of history and temporal order’?
Both time and history have their own histories and are thus in need
of historical investigation.
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